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3. POOH-TABLE

Design : nendo

This is a table collection for Walt Disney Japan, based on Winnie 

the Pooh and his friends. A natural-feel maple was extensively 

used, and the tables come in sizes and silhouettes intended to 

recall the stories' characters. Colored knit cladding on different 

parts of the tables subtly indicates each character through their 

distinctive clothes, hair and tails. Copyright : Disney

www.nendo.jp

info@nendo.jp

+81 (0)3 6661 3750

2. ROPE TRICK 

Design : Stefan Diez + WRONG FOR HAY

<Rope Trick> is an floor lamp utilizing LED technology in a 

design based on a simple rope mechanism. It serves as a 

reading light next to a bed or a table. After sliding the head in its 

up-most position, the light is casted upwards onto the wall or 

ceiling which creates an indirect atmospheric illumination. 

www.wrongforhay.com

www.stefan-diez.com

ks@stefan-diez.com

+49 (89) 20 24 53 92

5. BRIC À BRAC 

Design : Drugeot Labo

Appearing all chaotic, this shelving puts in order books, and 

artefacts in 11 units, securely tied up to each other. Optional 

standard color for back is red, mustard, mastic, olive, blue, 

white, lilac, raspberry. 

www.drugeotlabo.com

contact@drugeotlabo.com

+33 (0) 2 41 92 46 69

6. COLONIAL TURD

Design : Michael Neville

Designer Michael Neville created the <Colonial Turd> rocker 

series as a material exploration of post-consumer cardboard 

pulp and natural dyes. The rockers are designed as functional 

play furniture for young children. The sustainable program of 

this series is supported through the use of natural dyes and 

hardwoods indigenous to North America. 

michaelnevilledesign.com

m.neville22@gmail.com

1. NOTES

Design : Luca Nichetto + Offecct

<Notes> not only absorb sound, but also help divide space 

in a new and exciting way. So instead of building and tearing 

down walls to construct new spaces, the user can be creative 

and easily rearrange <Notes> in different ways to meet their 

specific need. 

www.offecct.se

www.lucanichetto.com

info@lucanichetto.com

+39 041 925825

4. STACKLE 

Design : THINKK Studio

This is a modular shelving system made from wooden rods with 

perforated aluminium surfaces. The cross-section of the four 

legs is intentionally designed for stacking. When the shelves are 

flipped horizontally and stacked on top of another one, the legs 

perfectly insert down and sit on the lower shelf.

www.thinkk-studio.com

thinkkstudio@yahoo.com

+66 2 671 9317
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